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Gov. Ronald Reagan yesterday
No. 6 criticized Pres. Robert Clark’s decision to cancel last Saturday’s
violence-threatened SJS-El Paso
football game.
The decision to cancel the first
home game was made last Wednesday when Pres. Clark was
warned that off-campus agitators
might cause violence at the game
in support of racial bias protestors.
The governor said he would have
called out "the necessary force
and law enforcement" to see the
game was played because "I feel
ell, but is not involved with ASB it was yielding, it was appeaseat present.
ment."
Last year’s election winner,
Reagan’s comments came shortly
Brucknam, does not attend SJS after Superintendent of Public Inanymore.
struction Max Rafferty told EduBruclunan is the reason for all cation Department officials "If I
the recent political activity. He had to call in the U.S. Marine
was convicted of three election Corps, that game would have been
code violations last Spring and the played."
whole presidential vote outcome
Pres. Clark had no comment yeswas declared void.
terday, and Harry Edwards, SJS
The new election was set for Negro sociology instructor and
October,
head of the United Black Students

Kopke First To Announce Candidacy
For Special Presidential Election
By DON COX
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Campus leftist Nick Kopke got
the ASH political ball rolling yesterday, becoming the first to announce plans to run in the special student body presidential election October 11 and 12.
Kopko told the Spartan Daily
yesterday afternoon that he has
yet to file an official election application, but does plan to run for
the ASB’s chief executive post.
"I plan to file an application
within the next few days. I definitely plan to run," Kopke said.
Application deadline for the special election is this Fliday at 4
p.m.
FIRST AA1,-,,,NCEMENT
Kopke’s
campaign
announcement is the first activity to take
place in preparation for the special election.
But plenty more will come this
week. Acting ASB President Vic
Lee is scheduled to make a statement concerning his candidacy
sometime today.
Lee will announce his recommendations for members of the
Election Board and ASB Judiciary
committee at this afternoon’s Student Council meeting.
An orientation meeting is set
for Friday at 4 p.m. involving all
presidential and freshman representative hopefuls.
Official election campaigning will
begin Sunday.
SECOND BID
This will be Kopke’s second bid
for the presidency. He finished
fourth, with 797 votes, in last
Spring’s invalidated presidential
election.
The well known representative

Lindsay Announces
Strike Settlement
Pending Teacher OK
NEW YORK AR) A tentative
settlement was announced today in
the New York teachers strike,
which has all but paralyzed the
nation’s largest public school system for 12 class days. An earlier
accord fell through.
Mayor John V. Lindsay made
the announcement at City Hall,
where he had kept negotiators
Monday night and again today.
Subject to ratification of the
peace terms by the striking teachers. New York schools were expected to resume regular classroom
sessions Thursday.

NICK KOPKE
ASB Candidaie
of New Left isilities at SJS said,
"I have not thought out a new
platform as of right now, but I
plan to run on many of the same
things I did last Spring."
During his Spring campaign,
Kopke’s platform included the installation of a police and draft
information center in the Student
Union and starting a legal aid
service for students.
Kopke would also like to see

Student Council meetings held on
Seventh Street.
"I am a psychedelic revolutionary," Kopke said yesterday.
In last Spring’s voided election
Kopko ran as the top man on the
Committee for New Politics, a new
SJS political party.
Yesterday Kopke said he was going to run in October as an independent. He said that no plans
were being made to organize another CNP party for this election.
"Theie are no plans to activate
the CNP and I don’t think there
will be," Kopke said.
NO PLANS
The first election hopeful said
he had no plans to contact any
future freshman
representative
candidates about forming a party.
Besides Kopke and Lee, the
other two remaining veterans of
last Spring’s presidential election
are keeping any October plans to
themselves.
Dick Miner, who finished second to the eventually disposed
John Bruckman last year, has not
said a word to anyone about present plans.
In a statement to the Spartan
Daily last week, Earl Hansen,
said, "I have made no plans to
run at this time."
Hansen was a senior representative on last Spring’s Student Coun-

Greeks, Deans Ponder
Probation Lift Plan
113 CII:Xiti.ES BETZ
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Fraternities and sororities must
adopt a "new look" during the
current

probationary

period,

scheduled to end Nov. 1.
Before this deadline all 27
Greek groups have been directed
to schedule a "rush function" in
which "all students are eligible
to participate."
At a meeting of fraternity and
sorority presidents Monday, Dr.
Stanley Benz, dean of students,
interpreted the conditions of probation set forth by President Robert
D. Clark last week.
Dean Benz emphasized that this
"new look" will attempt to eliminate future discrimination in the
Greek system. "From this point
on, make certain that everyone is
eligible and welcome," he insisted.
The conditions of the president’s
probation ruling should not effect
the regularly scheduled programs

which comprise the rush functions.
However, each group, individually
or collectively, must schedule a
"rush function" open to all interested students.
Some fraternity members at the
meeting called the event "just a
show," while another called it a
"show of goodwill."
Another provision of the probation declares that the Interfraternity and the Panhellenic Council must "each create an ad hoc
review hoard to hear cases of possible discrimination." Through
this body the charges of discrimination will he reviewed.
Other conditions call for a faculty appelate board to hear appeals, and the appointment of outside counselors for the Greek conclave.
Lastly, the president ordered
that the 27 groups present an acceptable plan of action "to implement fully their declarations of
non-discrimination by Nov. 1,

for Action ;URSA,, was it Los
Angeles and not available for comment.
The governor said he had read
in newspapers that 56 of 59 members of the UBSA, the group protesting discrimination on the SJS
campus, are not satisfied with
President Clark’s solutions to the
problems.
USBA DECISION

his facts (Isom a 111.V1Spilper.
Noel said yesterday the game
cancellation will be debated for
a long time, but, in his opinion,
the governor’s comment indicated
he is not well-informed about the
situation at SJS.
"There was no violence and
when we can stop violence it is
the right thing to do." the 29year-old graduate student commented.
"President Clark is competent
and knows the situation and has
received backing from the Physical Education Department and the
community," Noel observed.
Reagan’s comments came five
days after Chancellor Glenn S.
Dumke of the California State Colleges issued a statement supporting Pres. Clark’s decision.

The state’s chief executive was
apparently referring to a decision
made by UBSA last Friday concerning Pres. Clark’s propma4s.
The decision, however, was 56 favoring the president’s suggestions
and three opposed, according to
Ken Noel, member of UBSA’s executive committee.
Associated Press East Filing Editor Mike Short in Los Angeles
BOARD BACKS CLARK
said yesterday the statement was
Bob Reardon of the chancellor’s
printed exactly as Reagan said it.
office in a telephone interview yesMrs. Nancy Reynolds, the govterday had no comment on the
ernor’s television coordinator in
governor’s statement, but repeated
Sacramento. said Reagan received
support for the SJS president. He
said, "President Clark serves at
the Board of Trustees’ pleasure.
They are satisfied."
Dr. Lester Lange, chairman of
the SJS Academic Council, which
voted to support Dr. Clark Monday, said, "I would like to think
if the governor had before him
last week all the information
which President Clark had, and
President
tion in sororities and fraternities the responsibility which
scene, that Gov.
and whether Greeks can properly Clark bore on the
made the very
be considered operating under col- Reagan would have
same responsible decision."
lege authority.
Roland Lee, professor of EngPRIDE IN LEADERSHIP
lish, declared that "where frater"I think the people of California
nities and sororities are part of will, in time to come, be very
the college community, ask for its proud of the leadership of SJS in
recognition and abide by its regu- ode of the most troublesome areas
lations, there is no question of
(Continued on Page 3)
the right to subordinate them to
the college policy."

Ombudsman Sought This Week;
Academic Council Lauds Clark
Pres, Robert D. Clark said Tuesday he hopes to appoint an ombudsman by the end of this week.
Dr. Clark made the comment
following his address to the 49member Academic Council. The
ombudsman is to hear and investigate charges of racial discrimination on and about the campus.
Interviews for the position are
being conducted this week, he said.
He hopes to name the ombudsman
by Friday.
The Council unanimously passed
a resolution commending and giving its full support to Dr. Clark’s
"prompt actions" in the face of
the campus racial situation.
The resolution was prepared by
Dr. Robert C. Gordon, professor of
English and a council member Its
final form reads:
WHEREAS: Racial discrimination,
indefensible under any circumstances, is particularly offensive to
the fundamental assumptions of
any truly liberal institution of higher learning, and
WHEREAS: President Clark has
acted promptly, vigorously, and
fairly to eliminate whatever discrimination may exist in our academic community,
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED
that the Academic Council of San
Jose State College commends President Clark for his prompt action
and trusts that his new anti -discriminatory policies may encourage renewed and intensified efforts on the part of both college
and community, not only to guarantee just treatment to all of our
students, but also to widen the
opportunities for higher education
among minority and underprivileged groups.

the Council members was that specific instances of discrimination
were proved during the hearings,
but that there was insufficient evidence to prove it in a court of
law, and that the United Black Students for Action IUBSA) are not
interested in righting past wrongs,
but rather in preventing future
ones.
A certain amount of discussion
centered on charges of discrimina-

Lee Won’t Sign
AFT Seeks State Opinion Viet War Petition:
On Collective Bargaining Fears Visa Recall

"A softening process" is being
used by the American Federation
of
Teachers
College
Council
(AFL-CIO) to convince the Board
of Trustees of the California State
Colleges to conduct a statewide
election to determine faculty opinion on collective bargaining. AFT
members were told yesterday.
Through persuasion and reason,
the College Council is showing
collective bargaining, not as an extreme measure, hut a logical means
to a logical end, according to Dr.
John Sperling, SJS associate professor of humanities and president
of the Council.

Sperling told members of the
local AFT of tactics being presented to the Council, "We are
using a positive position, with no
attack on any other organizations,
and speaking directly to the issue
of collective bargaining."
On the local level, the AFT is
expected to find what the demands
are from the various departments.
The prevailing sentiment among "The only way we can have a

meaningful statewide program, is
to have significant and intelligent
suggestions from the local AFT,"
said Dr. John Galm, president of
the local AFT.
In its role as a supportive agent
in the racial discrimination
charges, the AFT voted to establish a committee to make recommendations and suggestions on
which the AFT executive committee can act and then recommend
to the ombudsman.
This motion was made to supplement the support issued by the
AFT to President Robert D. Clark
and Professor Edwards for their
"skill and wisdom in handling the
crisis on racial discrimination."
The AFT has given praise to
Professor Edwards "for bringing
these just grievances forcefully before the college community," and
to President Clark "for his wise
and courageous decision to hold
public hearings on these grievances and for moving with alacrity
to redress them.’

By MARC SURRE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Vic Lee, acting student body
president, indicated yesterday that
because of his status in this country as a foreign student, he will
not sign a petition calling for a negotiated end to the Viet Nam war.
Lee, a citizen of the Republic
of China, is In the U.S. on an "F"
type (non -sponsored) visa. Dr.
Phillip Persky, foreign student adviser, said he assumes the U.S.
State Department will take a
"jaundiced view" of a foreign student’s involvement in American
politics.
"Ins not going to sign the petition although I personally support it," said Lee. "I don’t want
to jeopardize my position as a foreign student. I will not sign the petition, nor will I actively campaign
for negotiation, hut the contents
of the petition hest reflect my personal views On the war.
"My first responsibility is to academia," he said.
(Continued on rage :11

.

Future Computerization To Make New Library Obsolete?’
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is th first in el
three-part tides investigating the question, Is the new library obsolete?
BY JOHN POIMIROO
Spartan Daily staff Writer
Eighteen stories of steel and concrete and $11.4 million may he wasted
by indifference of planners to the realities of the future.
Prof. Edward A. Dionne, assistant mm
the dean of the School of Engineering,
has predicted that the proposed $11.4
million, 18-story SJS library could he
obsolete before its completion, due to
the futuristic advances of computer
librarianship.
"Librarians will be out of business
in short time," he declares, "because
vast storage of hooks and reference
materials will he obsolete within the
next 10 to 20 years."
Prof. Dionne warns that, should the
administration planning officials fail
to accept the possibilities of future
total computerization of libraries, the
taxpayers of this state will be burdened with a possible impractical and
expensive warehouse.
"Information will he much more effectively organized and collected
through computer index card systems,"
he ails

It is these modernistic computer
Prof.
raised
have
that
systems,
Dionne’s question: Is the new library
obsolete?
Presently, plans for the library are
based on the theory that computerized
storage of books is economically impractical. Because of this, plans include the possible storage of 800,000
volumes.
Prof. Dionne argues that this has
been the wrong approach. "Within the
wide vistas of modern computer librarianship, a system such as IBM’s
1100 can reproduce printed works in
television form or printed media."
DIONNE’S PROPOSAL
"Simply by pressing a series of buttons, or by typing the information
needed, the student would receive a
list via television screen. On this
screen would he listed all the reference materials at hand," he explained.
"Ile could then pick from this list,
any hook or magazine he desired. Each
hook or magazine, could he scanned at
the student’s leisure. Should he have
a class, the computer would hold that
information until later."
"Copies could be made from the
computer simply by a person’s pressing

a button. The student would meek.,
a copy of the information he needed
for less than a penny," Prof. Dionne
adds.
"Cost could be kept at a minimum
by sharing of information and one
major computer, by many of the
country’s larger libraries," Prof.
Dionne emphasizes,
These libraries could he hooked into
the Information center of the Library
of Congress. Thus, the students would
have access to thousands more volumes
on a given subject.
"To many, the honk is a security
blanket," Prof. Dionne explains. "We
grasp onto the security of a hook as
a monkey would hold onto his mother."
"We must. be realistic. The honk will
be nice to have in a personal librarv
hut obsolete in a mod -1.n library," he
adds.
ADMINISTRATION OPINION
Execaivis Dean Grant Burton, coordinator of campus planning and
construction, voiced the administration’s position when he said, "We personally don’t see the computer making
the hook obsolete. There will alvkays
he books."
Dionne replied, "I agree with Dean
Grant Burton’s statement; there will

always be books, but my opinion is
that the method by which we store
these hooks is the question involved.
The computer will not make the hook
obsolete but will make the storage of
800,000 books obsolete."
Dr. Stuart Baillie, college librarian,
remarked, "There is no one in the
business that will agree that computer
librarianship will overtake the usage
of books."

.1.

ECONOMIC MATTER
"True,- Dr, Baillie admitted, "there
have been many articles that have predicted that computer systems will take
over the storage of books, hut it is
actually a matter of economics."
This then, is the administration’s
stand. The economic projection of an
1S-story building has been eontrarucd
against the possible installation of a
Graphic Display System. And so. dollar
ind cent realities are what Dr. Bantle
considers the main rest riet ions to total
computerization of the 5.15 library.
"Technological institutions have already installed such systems," Dr
Baillie explained, "hut the ’need to
know’ outweighs the monetary expen.
ditures. Dere, we just do not have that
vital need, to warrant such expenditure."
Ninnlintann

AL-

PROPOSED 18 STORY LIBRARY ... OBSOLETE?
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Ehh?
Bs BOB 11.:NNEY
So Dewey P. J .s. are campus reporter,
went into his lllll ruing eh," early Lou
Monday to read Ili. precious Spartan !Sail,.
college hail
Dessev was halms beeause
usoirleil racial %ioletice and es il things

DAILY
PA RTAN
JOSE STATE COLLEGE
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Hm

"Those matters which can affect the benefit aml harm of all, ought
to be known am! heard by all, who may thus attain the beneficial aml
Marsilio of Padua
repel the opposite."
Advertising Mgr.
K EN BECKER
Editor
.KEN BRYANT

like that.
Then Dewe% se

.41 the front page and
as an article
Ice suddenly felt sick
student intern iesns inhere a feu
of rand
" coin mous" I,
students, I ’midis
said how sorry they were be, ause the football game had been eancelled and how
they haul %anted a fun riot.
Dewey goblin fled the classro lllll cc, see
his girl friend Saul Bangles Is ho had ginen
through
It spiritual consolal.
him
inany long nights.
bor,iiiig into her
"Suzi! Stizi!" fle
apartment. Ilapps 144 ‘VI’ 111111. SlIZI 11144,141
I
with a quirk right since she snas just
getting dressed. "lcrcuck. ou fool!" And
then she tiptoed up mischen. sly and
pine hint a gentle kick in the ribs. "You
.t. more like that and I’ll
host in her
break your neck." she said sweetly.

Staff Editorial

Strike Only Way?
The word "-trike- is often an ugly
. mord. It ins ariably conjures up in the
minds of many person" a grinding halt
to the day tic day production of all
organ

Z:1111111.

hen that organization happens tic
lie a rollege or unkersity. the lyord
es en inay take on an added horror.
especially for a great many taxpayers

VI

problims

of higher education in such

a light.
Instead of insuring that the probhigher ratty:aloft is ill he met

lems of

by an adequate budget. the legislature
each year proposes le money for the
state colleges than that asked h% the
State College Board of Trustee-

el’ !Ile

for Higher Edti-

COUnril

tion.

who. in an indirect way. are the employers in this case.
Nlany of these taxpayers beliese that

wIi cii the gmernor. as

Iii.’ educator

oat, that figure ill order to pine!,

tearli

states pennies.
There are few

has a moral obligation to
an obligation %% Well superceiles

s.
arcs eiiitionlie considerat
itirluding a
Siam, taxpa.

num-

ber of professor- in faculty groups on
campus. belie%e that. as a professional.
a rollege instructor should not stoop to
the tactics employed by organized la 1/111%

it i indeed rommendable tic ilecite
oneself to tearhing. and it is commendable tic %.1".11 to maintain One". profesmeans that when an

this case. a college far-

ulty--is threatened by comparatively
low salaries and high work load, he
can go to his employer (the tax payand discuss the problem in a
reasonable fasliiiin. perhaps es t.,’ reach

ers)

an amicable solution.
But the taxpayers of California.
through their elected representatives -the state legislature and the

haxe

net

"Watch out for booby traps ... !"

the

Thrust and Parry

liersons who wish to

red. But
tin ,se Ni ins who would Ileny the state
rolleges a budget allow ing them to e pete with comparable institutions fail
California go into the

!-ee.

Prejudice Issue Debated

to grasp a simple fact:
The taxpayers in the long run will
be hurt by their attempts at frugality,

’Pres. Clark Condemns
Greeks III Wilma Hearing’

for an inadequate budget means less
(earlier,. and less qualified tearliers.

Editor:

\rid this hurts

sional status-.
Bfil to do this
employeein

The situation is then comj ))))) tided
he did last year.

the

quality of edura-

tion the students of this state cali rent-kr and weakens the knowsledge with
Which they will meet the world out-

side

the ivory tower.
Dangerous games are being played
with California higher education, and
they must be stopped. If this cannot be
by "men
done in a rational fast
sitting down as men to meet deeply.

gips ertior

rooted problems.- then perhaps aetions
will speak louder than words.

the

F.M.

1,4,11 %Silting

Staff Editorial

Prohibition in the 60’s
lice marijuana industry thri%e- ti. -

ad%antages !nay not sluick prospective

will be disproven.

day.

users. but they neser

I
of marijudna i- becoming socially ai ilitable in cirele other than just
the -hippie cult.-

either.
What can he done

"-trai,glit- student-. fraternity men.
students and many others

high
are

experimenting is ithi or frequently

using marijuana.

to control mari-

legalized?
This article will consider only the

juana? Should it be
first question.

The wiilespread use of marijuana is
similar to the prohibition problem of

hie of the factor- that has caused
the "pread of marijuana i- miseducahigh "clouds.
flint Icy grammar
health gotips and churches.
"Poi- has liven labeled a drug and
placed on a le el with morphine. heroine and opium.

the 1920.s. \\ bile it has not yet grown
to the proportion of the prohibition

learned

people learn by their mistakes. More
than a few marijnana users caught by
authorities liae been turned loose because the officer (lid coil want them to
be charged with a felony.
A person does not learn when arrested for a felony. Ile is ineligible

Now

many

jiersons

liae

the truth. Nlarijuana is not a drug. The
they him- been taught for
using the %seed

They now

riot

are gone.

know that marijuana does

twit make a person go berserk,
through the attempts by

%iolations. it appears to be

well

on its

way.
Enforcement of current marijuana
laws is iliffirult. if not impossible.
One reason laws exist is to help

health briirlitire writers to make mari-

for the draft. cis il set-% ice jobs and a

juana appear addicting.

hiost of other prhileges and respfinsi
of our society.
I.1155s go% e r ning marijuana need In
be rewritten. The penalties should be

They see it does not cause their
N110 have used it to go On II)
liard "tuff."
’The greatest danger from marijuana
king. postoday is getting caught s

friends

se -sing or selling it.
The real dangers of marijuana have
to people today.

not been explainerl

The reason for this probably is that
glo
these dangers are not shocking e
to frighten anyone.
It is time for those who 4.11pom. marijuana to stop using scare tactics and
to

explain the

real dangers. Such (his-

revised to
Is

elmipare

With lother crimes.

placing marijuana

usage on

a

le el with murder. rape. kidnapping
and other felonies fair?
When laws are unfair people will
not obey them.
When masses of people do not obey
the laws. they cannot be enforced.
Legislators should ellinSider questions
such as: Can the law be enforeed?
B.A.
the pUnisliment eqUitable?

Discrimination does c,.,H at San Jose State
placing all Greek
College: President Clark
organizations on probation. has discriminated
against 1500 SJS students.
In the space of four days, President Clark
condemned the Greeks without even so much
as a hearing. No specific incident of discrimination based on race or religion was voiced in
this period, yet President Clark saw fit to hold
judgment over San Jose State’s 1.300 Greek
students.
The hallmark of t17rni,rican legal system
has been the concept that one is innocent
until proven guilty. President Clark’s actions
have gone against this essential ideal. While
it is true that iraternities and sororities are
discriminatory by nature, what is the basis
of their discrimination?
There are 27 social fraternities and sororities at San Jose State and each has its own
form of discrimination. Each house is looking for rt different type of individual, and so
each house must have varying standards for
membership.
These organizations, social by nature, seek
members who are easily assimilated with their
present membership. Thus, personality, not
race or religion, is the basis of discrimination
in the Greek fraternal system.
Larry Lundberg, A 1997
Lars., 31:4 ’hind, 11297

’Discrimination Problem
"Needs Quiet Solution’
Effil or:

I have r),..)),k aiTived in California after
till., iti).1))1))i a large’ northeastern UniVer\\.,
had problems with discrimination in 1,,,,,sing and in fraternities. But our
University administration was able to solve
these problems. as many other universities
have, quickly, quietly, and easily.
In housing. a "University Approved Housing" system was established. Under this system, undergraduates could live only in University approved apiirtment houses. Thus landlords
guilty of discrimination lost their ’’approved
status" and eventually had to sell out to new
non-discriminating ownership. This system has
worked successfully throughout the East and
there is no reason why it could not work at
San Jose as well.
Discrimination in fraternities and sororities
is it much harder problem to solve. By their
very natures. fraternities and sororities discriminate in the selection of new "brothers."
The members of the Ivy League (of which
my university was one) and many other universities have solved fat least partially) fraternity discrimination through two measures.
First, fraternities proven to have discriminated racially were immediately dissolved, and
secondly, fraternities which were members of
a national fraternity which discriminated as a
matter of piney, were required to leave the
national organizat ion.
The first measure was and is hard to police
hut it did provide a means for the elimination
of hard-core discriminating fraternities. The
second measure really works. Once a fraternity leaves its discriminating national organization, and no longer has the threat of
expulsion from that organization hanging over
its head. the "need" for discrimination no
longer exists, and integration often result&

Now I would like to comment on the situation observed on campus last week.
The San Jose State white community led
by President Robert Clark was in a state of
utter panic. I not oily disagree with President Clark’s decision to cancel the football
game but I take issue with his statements
to the effect that "outsiders" would certainly
cause loss of lives. President Clark need not
have cancelled the game. A far more intelligent solution would have been restricting the
game to San Jose State students only. That
would have kept Pres. Clark’s "outsiders" out.
!Silvis! B. Sachsanan

’People Involved Decide
Government’s Efficiency’
Editor:

I would like to offer a reply to Steve DeLucchi’s comments concerning registration
procedures and st talent government (Thrust
and Parry, Sept. 251. I agree with him that
the registration-by-mail system currently in
use at Long Beach State is far better than
San Jose State’s ineffective, time-consuming
method, but I do not agree that Long Beach
States system of student government is preferable to the one used here.
Having attended Long Beach State for four
years e62-’661 and having been involved with
student government on that campus on the
highest level, I feel our student government
is much more productive than the "sandbox"
type of government at Long Beach State. Mr.
DeLucchi might be interested to know that
voided elections are not unique to SJS; the
senatorial elections held at LBSC two years
ago were thrown out due to a mistake made
by the election commission. The efficiency of
any student government is dependent upon
the people involved.
My advice to Mr. DeLucchi is to get involve(’ with student government and see what
1 mean.
Bob Pagaly. A11361

LATEII, 1.,11 ill S1’
I Well 1111’.... II, sat ilp holding
his side. "Console int.. Tell me ihe nnorld
is not all rotten."
Stizi finished dressing and nnetil into the
kitchen stepping use, his proAraie loam.
"Later, Piii busy."
"Stizi!" Denney chortled her bare foot
and die kicked I " icc Ow face. "People
actually %% anted nioletiee. Look at this."
And lie showed her the article.
Stizi scanned the article. "ti 1 u p i 41
creeps!" She snarled arid I b-sse saw she
was one heart %lilt him. Pear, is the
only way." She picked tip lllll pamphlets she had left on the table. "Peaceful
settlement! N. iettitim is the horror of our
Nturdering and killing!
lllll bt
get out! Out!"
" In do people want to Sc’,’ riotin
and blood instead of tuning things settle..
peaceable." Ile grasped her sineatshirt
smelling of (lnion-incense. "Vs hy ? Explain
this 10 ine?"

1)ErE\sE OF PEACE
"Peace is the only way." she said. Violence iteser accomplishes anything!" Then
she pushed Denney autty fr
her "I’m
as’. 11% ! Go," she said proudly,
Iiiisy.
"and look at the neW picture on my wall."
Denney ualked dejectedly out into the
lining 1’0 lllll . here. right :those the -.GET
()LT OF VIETNAM" signs nsas a framed
photo from a neuspaper. Iii it, below a
sign saying "Induction Center." a 1st all
the conflIS1011. StIr. Id5 ,Nkeet darling Simi
hitting a Marine over the head with a
picket sign.
".%.11 in defense of ’wave." she yellea
from the kitchen.

Notable Quotes 11
Senator Tlirttton Morton, Kentucky Republican, en cs, Policy in Viet Nam:

"Cettainly there are enough brains in thil
country to devise a program to bring about art
honorable disengagement in a lot less than I
or 20 years. And the person who comes u
with that is going to get elected President ol
the United States."
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EDITOR’S NOTE: The

Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial page offers students and faculty a chance to
express their views on campus, local, national or international issues. Space is allowed to encourage written debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Parry must not exceed 250 words, must biz
typewritten, double spaced within 45 -space margins
and properly signed with the writer’s name and faculty or ASS number. The Daily will not print letters
which are libelous, in poor taste or include a personal
attack. The editor reserves the right to edit or cut
letters to conform to space limitations and to cease
publication of letters dealing with subjects he believes have been exhausted.

1-17;;;;1;-;1;"-h;i-1;1
Sloth makes all things difficult, but industry
all easy.
Laziness travels so slowly, that poverty
soon overtakes him.
Drive thy business, let not that drive thee.
He that lives upon hope will die fasting.
At the working man’s house hunger looks
In but dares not enter.
One today is worth two tomorrows.
Have you somewhat to do tomorrow, do
it today.
1.et not the sun look down and say, "Inglorious here he lies."
Benjamin Franklin
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petition."
ItIlASGNS GIVEN
with
the
draft,
Problems
the reserves. ROTC membership and the
(financial
aid
to
ex-servBill
GI
icemen! - --all of these have been
given as reasons not to sign the
Petition, according to Michael
O’Key, another member of Negotiate Now!
Both members, however, noted
that yesterday was their best day
for signature collection. By Monday, the group had amassed 250
names in nearly a week of collect ing. The total had swollen to 400
by the end of the sign-up period
yesteiclay
an increase of 150
names in one day.
Goal for the campus campaign
is 1,500 names by Oct. 5, according to O’Key. Beginning today the
group hopes to have someone
wearing a "sandwich- sign in Seventh Street to encourage signatures.
In an advance speech text scheduled for presentation at 10:30 this
morning, Denis Michaud, leader of
a recent student fact-finding mission to the area said, "This (negotiation, is what the majority of
the people of Southeast Asis and
Vietnam want, if my impressions
after talking to more than 300
Asian students are coned."
RATIONAL ALTERNATIVE
"I support this campaign because it presents a rational and
honorable alternative to either
withdrawal, all out war, or the
continued futility of present U.S.
policy, continued Michaud, president of the LTC Medical Center
Student Body, in the. advance version of his speech.
Brian King, spokesman for the
Resistance, campus group which
calls for withdrawal from Vietnam
explained why he and his organization are opposed to negotiation.
"You can make a simple analogy," he said. "Think of the situation as if Communist China were
attacking the American South. Say
they the Chinese) wanted a Communist form of government. It’s
pretty clear cut that the people
wouldn’t want negotiation because
the Communists would be the aggressors."
In reply to Michaud’s statement
that Vietnamese students want negotiation, King said, "The people
in the cities want the war over
quickly. They have a privileged position by the very fact that they
are students and are not taking
part in the war. Obviously, students want the conflict over."
tiny ii.
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’Mardi Gras’ Sound
At Co-Rec Tonight
Tonight the Paragons will be
amplifying the sounds of "Mardi
Gras" at the first Wednesday CoRec of the semester.
The rock and roll group was
formed two years ago and has
gained popularity in the San Jose
and San Francisco areas.
Dancing, basketball, badminton,
and ping pong are offered from
7:30 to 9:30 p.m. Games such as
cards and chess are also offered
Co-Ree is held in the Physical Education and Recreation Building
(PER) and raquires an SJS student body car I for admission.
Chairman of the evening’s festivities, Jackie Riggs, says the
Chug-A -Lug Contest will be the
special event of the evening. From
past turn -outs at the first Co-Rec
of each semester, this has been
found to be an effective squasher
of new student inhibitions.
A new band is featured every
Wednesday. Auditions can be arranged by contacting Paul Brown,
assistant professor of recreation
and advisor to Co-Ree, in PER
112.

SI

C .1 Rights Group Plans March
Aimed at ’Shyster Merchants’
WASHINGTON (API Aiming
at launching a nationwide campaign to encourage bankruptcy
filings by the poor, the militant
civil rights organization
ACT
plans a mass march by some 200
Negroes and whites on the bankruptcy court here.
ACT says its goal is to "make
shyster merchants behave better."
Julius Hobson, chairman of ACT,
told the Associated Press the
bankruptcy drive, after nearly a
year of spadework, is picking up
steam in Washington and elsewhere.
The threat has alarmed many
loan companies, merchants and
business groups. Personal bankruptcies have trebled in 10 years,
and credit organizations fear that
a greatly accelerated rise could
bring serious financial disruption
in major cities.
BLACK POWER ENDORSED
The drive was endorsed by the
Black Power Conference in Newark. N.J., two months ago. It is
now being pushed irk Chicago and
New York by ACT’s small chapters there, Hobson said, and by
other groups in a number of
cities.
Hobson said ACT has about
3,000 registered members here and
elsewhere, but works mostly
through other cooperating groups.
The letters ACT, he said, stand
for nothing but the word itself
act.
"The most successful campaign
in the bankruptcy drive has been
put on by local groups in Alameda County, Calif.," he reported.
"Bankruptcy rates there have gone
up 65 per cent through efforts of
local groups.
"It has to be a slow and careful
thing, otherwise you wind up get-

cosore-ceszooccozec00000e
E WEIGHTLESS
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:000-.......c., sre...0004200eoes

ting a whole lot of people in
trouble. But it is just beginning
to roll."
recommends
Frequently
against bankruptcy, Hobson said.
If a debtor stands to lose much
property, a court -supervised plan
of voluntary repayment might be
better. And ACT’s counsellors
must try to insure that those being helped are telling the truth.

ACT

COURT CHECKS
Although the mere filing automatically makes the debtor a
legal bankrupt, the court checks
the statements of both debtors
and creditors. And Hobson noted
that if a debtor, in obtaining
credit, has lied to a store about
his other debts, the bankruptcy
is void as far as that store is concerned.
Hobson said his campaign is
intended in part to reform "the
kind of merchant who takes advantage of people who can’t read
contracts or do arithmetic, who
sells them $60 watches for $200
and gets them to buy $300 TV
sets that are worn out before
they’re paid for."
The bankruptcy drive couldn’t
destroy the national economy "because the poor don’t have that
tnuch debt," Hobson told an interviewer.

Harla,

am Her
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. Witch

San Jose

294-2514
open 10 am -t0 p.m. daily

whose wages are being garnisheed.
You would advise them to ask for
jury trials. That would delay the
garnishments a whilelong enough
for them all to file bankruptcy
and get the debts wiped out."
The threat of wholesale bankruptcies, he predicted, "will make
the shyster merchants behave betreal truth -in -lending
terit’s a
program."

1.,k
by UBSA
till mom,
resulted in suggestions by President Clark to appoint a personal
representative or "ombudsman" to
"conduct a continuous and aggressive campaign against racial discrimination."

He also placed all campus fraternal organizations on probation
until Nov. 1 and said they would
not be able to hold spring rush
sinless they present an acceptable
plan of action implementing their
tteclaratitm of non-discrimination.
The SJS president also began
action ti a: dealing with diserimina1,):: practices in men’s athletics,
housing and a special college regulation allowing two per cent of
the student body to enroll without
academic qua lit ication.
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Republican Charges
Assailed by Mansfield
WASHIN(

IN

AP) --

FreTh

oublican charges that President
.hitin.son is not telling the Ain.
erican people the truth about the
!Vietnam war brought

a prompt

; denial today from Senate DP:110(Tillie Leader Mike Mansfield. of
! Montana.
A
peetli Ii y Sen. Clithull P.
, saying tht administration’s handling of the war has
produced "a crisis of confindence"
touched off debate in the Senate.
Mansfield said he was surprised
by v(hat he termed the vehemence
of C’ase’s attack on Johnson. Case
replied he meant nothing personal
but felt compelled to say so clearly when he disagreed with the
President.
As for Johnson telling the people the truth about the war. Mansfield said "the President has told

it insofar as he knew it at the
time he spoke."
Much of the debate centered
around C’ase’s statement that
Johnson had put a "false face" on
the authority given him to combat Communist egression by using
the 1964 Tonkin Gulf resolution as
a -perpetual letter of credit" to
expand the Vietnam war.
Mansfield said he was not happy
about the resolution or about being in Vietnam, but he said it was
too late now to point the finger
of blame. The question now, he
said. is how to get out under honorable circumstances.
Republican Leader Everett M.
Dirksen, of
Illinois, said the
average reader of Case’s speech
might get the impression that
-Congress was stupid" when it
adopted the Gulf of Tonkin resolution.

VAUGHN
Presents

CLASSIC HAND-SEWNS
Vaughn’s famous selection of
hand-sewn slip-ons is highlighted this season by our
traditional beefroll moc
in genuine waxhide
leather. Hand constructed
in New England for
Vaughn’s in colors
of waxhide tan and

S.F. War Vote
SAN FRANCISCO iAl’i Whether the United States should abandon the war in Vietnam was certified Monday for the San Francisco November ballot.
The registrar of voters advised
the Board of Supervisors that
initiative petitions carried far
more than the necessary 11,900
valid signatures.

cordovan. Made
to retail at $26.95
VAUGHN
DISCOUNT PRICE

SPECIALIZING IN THE REPAIR OF EUROPEAN -MADE CARS:
PORSCHE, MERCEDES AND VOLKSWAGEN.
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BILL OF GOODS
But he added: "You could destroy an individual business, however. Suppose there’s a store that
makes a business of overloading
poor customers with cheap goods
at high prices, on low installments
at usurious interest rates- the
store that collects overdue bills
by garnishing wages."
"You could go down to the court
and look up the names of peopls

rnary ann pollar lirewnts

PETE SEEGER
Thurs., Sept. 28-8:30 p.m.
SAN JOSE
CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Proceeds to the San Jose
Peace Center
Admission $2.50, $3.00 and $3.75. Tickets on sale at San Jose
Box Office, 40 West San Carlos, CY 5-0888.

GoEDEN TO1 (31 REA1TY SALON PRESENTS...
$1.50 reg. $3.

Style Haircuts your choice

$2 reg. $4.

Shampoo Set (complete)

$5 plus Set

Complete Hair Straightening
Mini Perm

$4 plus Set

for both -lop only

Our liberty
depends on freedom
of the press and that cannot

WELCOME BACK SPECIALS

be limited without being lost."
Thomas Jefferson

295.5535

21) E. Santa Clara

If we didn’t have freedom of the press

OF TRIBAL
ARTS & CRAFTS
LTHGALLERY

have a student body card to join in the "Mardi
Gras" starting at 7:30 p.m. in the PER Building
for dancing and varied recreation. Co-Rec is
offered every Wednesday and Saturday.

THE PARAGONS, a rock and roll group featured at tonight’s Co-Rec, will be equipped with
electric guitars, harmonicas, drums and amplifiers to open the Co-Rec season. Students must
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McKuen’s Work
Termed Charming’:
But Commercial

D%1111"

Prof To Tell
Faculty Club
About Leave

’’Listen To TIIM Warm" by
Itgal NIcKurn. Rand
Hume
loc., $3.95.

Miss Frances Robinson. professor of music, will speak about
"Adventures and Misadventures
on a Sabbatical" at the annual
fall brunch of the Women’s
Faculty Club. to be held at the
Almaden Country Club on Saturday. 10 a.m.
Professin Ibihinson traveled
last spring semester to the great
opera houses in Europe and had
many personal interviews with
opera house directors and opera
stars. She also traveled to four
Iron Curtain Countries, including Yugoslavia. Czechoslovakia,
Poland and Russia.
She has been to Europe 15
times, and around the world
twice. Although she has tirvitals!), visited Czechoslo% Art
and Yugoslavia. this was her
dr1
first t;

For lovers of soft, gentle poetry. "Listen to the Warm" by
Rod McKuen is one of the best
volumes of the year. While much
like his first volume, "Stanyon
Street and Other Sorrows", it

4i
PETE SEEGER will appear tomorrow night at 8:30 at the Civic
Auditorium, Market and San Carlos. His songs not only include
a cross section of American life, but cover many parts of the
world and are sung in various languages.

ISO Open House
Slated for Oct. 7
At Student Center
The 122’

Student Cen-

Party Saturday, Oct. 7 at 6 p.m.
New and old students are invited to the event, which will

South

feature

10th
Street

;’ Cosmetics

from

costumes
Dona-

ity to students (nun different
countries. There are more than
900 international students in the
San Jose area, and over 700 of
them attend SJS. The 1SC is
now in its seventh year of operation.

X

I/ Gifts

and

countries.

The ISC seeks to provide assistance, friendship and hospital-
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School Supplies
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ter tISCi. 174 S. 13th St., will
hold an Open House Champagne
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has a charm and feeling all its
own.
Rod McKtien is a native Californian famous for his folk
songs. His material has been
performed all over the world
by such Etrtists as Andy Williams, the Kingston Trio and
Glenn Yarbrough among others.
A continuing theme in McKuen’s work is the loneliness
and the alienation of man in today’s society. The poems. "Julie"
and "No" are concerned with
artificiality and the crassness of
today.
The best of his work is the
gentle, erotic love poem conmined in the first section of
the book. It is not a series of
poems but a long narrative
called "Listen to the Warm",
which also serves as the title of
the book.
this book
The extra bonus
is the last section cGntaining 22
of his most famous song lyrics
including "The World I Used to
Know" and "I’ll Say Goodbye."
A major flaw of this book,
however, is that it is so much
like the previous one that it
seems much like a commercial
venture. This does not prevent
the book, though, from being
most enjoyable.

1.1.0(11
By ITAT
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
(Editor’s note: This is the
second of a two-part story of
three S.IS coeds who went to
Mexico, 12reece and Czechoslavakla this summer cinder the (’ommunity Ambassador Program.)
What Christine Schirle. junior
math major, learned about Communist Czechoslovakia this summer she didn’t learn from textbooks.
Christine was it member of
the Community Ambassador
Program, sponsored by the Experiment in International Living Organization, which sent her
to Prague. Czechoslovakia fbr
four weeks.
After living in Czechoslovakia
for about four weeks the term
"rich American" began to take
on a special significance for
Christine. "After seeing what
these people have," stated Christine, "this term took on more
meaning for me."
There is no distinct tipper or
lower class in the country.
Everything is kept on an equal
basis, and people receive basic-
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MODERN GLASSJerold D. Meek, graduate student and assistant instructor af SJS, demonstrates the glass blowing technique
as he twists the hot glass into shape with the aid of a blow pipe.
a (unlace, with a temperature of
1800 degrees.
Dr. Fritz explained that all the
tools which the students use in
the class, as well as the furnace,

meet the first tti the three
families she was to stay with,
Christine went to Brattleboro,
Vt., to spend about two weeks
at a language school.
Her first "parents" were Mr.
and Mrs. Vladamir Fiala. Mr.
Fiala was an English student at
the University of Prague and
his wife worked in advertising.
Christine’s second family was
Mr. and Mrs. Beer and their
daughter. Beer was employed as
manager of a textile plant,
while his daughter worked for
Pan American Airlines. His wife
was unemployed due to an injury she had received in a concentration camp.
Mrs. Psencica and her daughter were Christine’s third family.
Mrs. Psencica worked for Cedok,
a travel agency in Prague, and
her daughter studied English at
the university.
Many impressions remain with
Christine about Czechoslovakia
---the starchy meals with no
meat; the inability to travel far
in the country; no open, public discussions on politics; and
store merchandise that isn’t displayed, but must be asked for.
But as different as life may be
there, Christine is anxious to return to visit her friends and
"families."
"A person can’t begin to realize what such a country is like,
until they have lived there,"
Christine said. ’After visiting
Czechoslovakia, I gained a better
insight of a different culture and
political system a2i11 became better aware of their problems."

were designed by the students
with further suggestion by himself.
The implementation of the
course came after Fritz attended
a four-week glass blowing workshop in Ohio.
"The class here at SJS has
no precedent. What is created
depends on the individual’s ability and style," commented Dr.
Fritz.
He also added that the class
is now experimenting to see how
far they can go with the glass.
Since the class is very popular with the students, one major problem that is now coming
into focus is a lack of space.
This problem will have to be
solved, soon, according to Dr.
Fritz.
While glass blowing is a new
medium in America, it has been
traced by historians as far back
as the second century before
Christ in Syria

Top Photographers
To Display Work
At Art Exhibition
San Jose State’s

first national

invitational photography exhibition will be shown in the Art
Department gallery from Oct. 16
through Nov. 3.
The show represents the new
advances photography has made
as an art form.
Photographers who have made
significant contributions to photography as art, and particularly
those whose work is in tune
with today, will be showing.
Various approaches are represented, from photo-journalism
and the literal, to the abstract.
Each participating photographer
will exhibit three prints.
A few of the world famous
photographers who will show include Paul Caponigro, Ralph
Meatyard and Paul SIzand.
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ally the saint, salary and live in
similar housing.
"The housing shortage there
is very severe," commented
Christine. "every available space
in the city is used for buildings
and the apartments available
are very drab and grey with no
landscaping."
TWO - room apartments are
sometimes assigned to families
of four, yet two other families
will share one kitchen and bathroom.
Very little in the city has been
repaired since 1939, and when
repairs are made the tools used
are crude and outdated.
As cars are too expensive to
operate, an ancient tramway
system that runs partially underground is mainly used for
transportation.
The people have had few opportunities to form definite
opinions about the United States
and the American people. "Any
news of the United States they
get," said Christine, "is from the
Voice of America or news from
Vienna."
Before traveling to Prague to

FOR WOMEN

P
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HOT ORANGE GLASS
Several students may be seen
as the class convenes, pulling,
twisting or pushing the hot
orange glass into shape with the
aid of a three-and-a -half foot
blow pipe previously heated in

1.8 Greaniflouer Tale

SAVE NOW WITH GREATER
COOK SETI- porte,ie

As a part of the. art curriculum at SJS, the upper division
class known as Art 129A is offered for all students on this
campus.
Enrolling in the glass blowing class, a student will learn
analysis of design principles and
production techniques in ceramics and glass.
Dr. Fritz remarked, "I try to
give the students as much freedom as possible in the class, so
that they may create their own
objects."

AT SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE
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OF CURRICULUM

Coed Finds Housing Shortage
During Tour of Czechoslovakia

GUNS
__from 8.118
GUN CASES _from 1.99
GUN RACES __from 2.99
4,1%sT COLLACTMET RIF NW :ITAIAIFARTs. ’CANS
SHOTGUNS ______ 29.99
; COUECTI;IPS’ Ines TOO
22 RIFLES
16.99
.
4799 Rag.
Surfboard Blots I A99/ Wet Suits
19.95
I Surfer Jacket I I.
Finith It Yourself
tiars

PART

The program, which includes
24 students, plus several people working on special projects
and master’s degrees, can
be seen working in a cluttered
room in the Industrial Arts

Hand Guns-All Types

S PAR-A

.i is flit

Hy KHYSA DAVIN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
San Jose State, the first college in the nation to introduce
glass blowing into its art curriculum has been followed by
some 20 other colleges and universities throughout the United
States.
Pioneered by the Cnkersity of
Wisconsin, the first higher institution to have glass blowing,
the SJS program was started
three years ago by Dr. Robert
C. Fritz, associate professor of
alt,

Reviewed by KATHY LACKF.Y
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY

;

SJS’ Glass Blowing Class
First in Nation’s Colleges

ViJAN
FOOD
at its best
Quality plus a moderate cost makes the Spartan House
Salt Jose Suite’s finest restaurant. Try our reasonable
’,rives anti delirious homemade Ilidian fob I. Don’t
forget our eons enient take home service!

cpartan //owe
I ’ill East San Carlos Street
irorrier of Fourth St.1

292-2840

Contrasting Styles

Pass vs. Rush in Stanford Battle Football Scouts
Lure Spartans

By DENNIS ANSTINE
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
A brutal ground attack by Stanford and a wide-open passing barrage by SJS will be the offensive
styles used Saturday as the two
schools prepare this week for
their annual battle.
The Indians relied on a bruising ground game to gain a split
in their first two games. They
lost the opener to Oregon State
13-7, :Ind then ground out a gruel -

Ducat Sale Ends
Thursday at 5 p.m.

tacks. But it did have trouble with
the ’home run play.’
Runs of 87 yards with a kickoff and 47 yards on a punt return
gave the Hawks an early 14-0
lead. But they could manage only
two field goals in the second half.
The one blaring weakness in
Stanford’s defense is its secondary. Kansas, with just a fair passer, completed 11 of 24 for 171
yards. But, the ’Hawks also suffered fiorn lack of balance as
they managed only 64 yards on
tile ground.
Spartan coach Harry Anderson
is determined to establish a run-

ning game that will make Danny
Holman’s passing attack more effective. Once he accomplishes OH,
feat, and he should as he does
have a stable of powerful and quick
runners, the SJS offense will break
loose.
But the building of a good offensive line takes game experience and until the Spartans get
deeper into the 1967 season they
may have to count heavily on
Danny’s accurate wing. Let’s Just
hope that the SJS attack begins
to jell sooner than expected. as
Stanfot d is a ’must’ win for the
Sport ans.

lllllll rrow at 5 p.m, is tim
deadline for purchasing tickets
to this Saturday’s foittball tonne
against Stanford.
Tickets are on sale in the Office of Student Affairs, in front
of the bookstore, and MI
iii
Street.
Tickets are reserved by section only and eost $1.50 for ASK
card holders,
ling 21-20 win over Kansas last
Saturday at Palo Alto.
Fullback Jack Root’s plunges,
end
Kirtman’s
halfback Nate
sweeps, and quarterback Mark
Marquess’ rollouts kept the Stanford offense rolling against Kansas.
OFFENSE STUTTER
It stuttered often though, primarily due to the lack of a competent passing attack to balance
the strong running. Marquess hit
on only five of 12 aerials for 41
yards and two interceptions.
Mark is a capable runner and
should give the Spartan ends and
linebackers fits with his pass -run
option play.
There is a chance that Chuck
Williams may start at quarterback, but he still isn’t fully recovered from a pre-season injury.
Gene Washington, Stanford’s No.
1 quarterback last year, is playing flanker but may be called upon
If Marquess flounders.
The Indians’ real strength Ilea
in the talented legs of Root and
Kirkman. Root rambled for 571
net yards last year for a 4.2 average, and it appears that he will
surpass these statistics easily if he
continues to run like he did against
OSU and Kansas. He serried all
three Indian TD’s last Saturday.
STARTED WITH BANG
Kirtman, who was injured in
last year’s SJS contest and missed
the entire season, started the 1967
season with a bang as he scored
Stanford’s only TD against OSU
with a 94-yard kickoff return.
In both games, but especially
against the Jayhawkers, Kirtman
flirted with the end zone on end
runs. Superior speed gets Nate
quickly into the secondary and he
has the agility to break open on
every play.
Stanford’s defense is enormous
and it did a good job in stopping
the OSU and Kansas running at
-
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In the past several years San
Jose State football teams have
sent a number of grid prospects
into the highly competitive world
of professional football.
The professional football scouts
keep tabs on the Spartans in the
hope of landing a prize prospect.
This year the scouts are keeping
a watchful eye on the efforts of
quarterback Danny Holman, who
led the nation’s passers in accuracy during 1966.
The San Francisco 49ers of the
National Football League have
utilized the talents of former Spartan gridders. Those players that
have played with the 49ers in the
past are Billy Wilson, Dan Colchico and Ray Norton.
Wilson. who is considered to be
one of the top all-time receivers
in the NFL, is presently the end
coach for the 49ers. Colchico, who
was forced out of professional
football because of an injury, is
the defensive line coach of the
49ers. Wilson played at San Jose
State from 1948-1950 and Colchico from 1957-59. Norton played
during the 1957-58 seasons and
was used by the 49ers at flanker
because of his speed.

Three members who played on
SJS teams from 1959-61 are Jim
Cadde, Leon Donahue and Muck
Burton. Caine. a guard on the
C’hicago Bears, is currently on the
injured list. Donohue, uho formerly played with the 49ers, is a
guard for the Dallas Cowboys.
Burton, who has had a history of
injuries, was recently cut as a receiver by the Oakland Raiders.
Speedster Walt Roberts, who
played from 11;61-63. plays flanker .
for the New Orleans Saints. A 1963 !
teammate of his, hard charging
Charley Harraway. is currently
performing at halfback for the !
Cleveland Browns. He played three
years at SJS.
Mel Tom. who played the 1965
season and only two games of the
’66 campaign before he was injured, is a rookie linebacker for
the Philadelphia Eagles.
Spartans playing in the Cana- ,
dian Football League are Ray Ly-i
chak and Brent Barry. Lychak,
who played from 1963-65,- is a
tackle for the British Columbia
Lions. Barry, who performed for
11,, 11464-65 Spartan teams, has rean injury playing tackle on
Edm,inton Eskimos.

SCREEN SCENES
Cinema Burbank
295-7238

552 S. Bascom

’TECHNICOLOR

"BOLSHOI BLUM

TO: SHAW 1NT’L THEATRES, 552 S. Bascom
San Jose, Calif. 95128
Please

send

$2.00
or Oct. 4

Adults $2.50
Child $1.00 for: Oct. 3
7:30 p.m.or 9:30 p.m.

Address
zip

City

OR MONEY ORDER IN CORRECT
AMOUNT WITH STAMPED RETURN ENVELOPE.

ENCLOSE CHECK

OPENING WEEK SPECIAL

EffeffInfoff*PHOWPIAIIMIWP11190119.911

A&M RECORDS PRESENTS
7 GREAT NEW ALBUMS

fl MI
ICI
SELLS
ART SUPPLIES

Free Psychedelic Poster
With Purchase

Student Discount On
Required Material List
Free Parking

112 S. Second St.

DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

MT. VIEW

VALLEY FAIR

Med students prescribe PSA
RECEIVERSplit end Mike Tompkins will be the
prime target for quarterback Danny Holman when the Spartans
invade the Stanford farm Saturday afternoon. Tompkins snatched
five passes for 52 yards and one touchdown in the Arizona State
game two weeks ago.

LEADING

South Campus intramuraLs fields i
at 10th and Alma streets.
An intramural team consists of
eight players but the game may
not be started with fewer than
six players on a team. On offense
at least five players must be on
the line of scrimmage when the
ball is centered,
Everyone is eligible to receive
a forward pass and a play is dead
when the player is touched with
both hands simultaneously between
the shoulders and the knees.
FALL SPORTS
Signups for tennis, two-man
volleyball and the "Little 500"
bicycle race are now being taken.
Deadline for tennis entries is Friday.
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Claudine Longed
"THE LOOK OF LOVE"
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and more.
Jimmie Rodgers
"CHILD Of CLAY"
Includes Jimm’s hit song "Child
of CII*," plus: I’ll Say (soodbye.
The I over, ty let Remember. I
Believed Ii All. 1 urnaround. I
wanna He ice. and others.

Antonio Carlos Jobim
"WAVE"
Fantastic. Johim at his he’d oith,
Way, I he Red Blouse. I ook I
The Sks. Hatidinha. I 11110110
!mull, Dialog.
-1111de,
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The Merry -Go -Round
"YOU’RE A VERY LOVELY
WOMAN" "UVE"
ste,
Roam! otth I at ts In

Intramural Sports
FOOTBALL
Thirty-four football teams will
make up the one independent
league and the three independent
leagues, according to director of
intramurals Dan Unruh.
"Me and Them (last year’s AllCollege champs) and The Has
Beens are the teams to watch in
the independent leagues and Alpha
Tau Omega (last year’s fraternity
champs) and Theta Chi are the
fraternity teams to watch," said
Unruh.
The independent teams will have
an "A" league, a fraternity "B"
league, and a "C" league.
Fraternities open the season tomorrow and independents Monday.
All games will he played on the
-

Wes Montgomery
"A DAY IN THE LIFE"
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COMING SOON
Phil I kb. nos album "The Pleasure ot the I I.(r 1..,1

Fly south for only $11.43

From San Jose airport to Los Angeles, Electra Jets SI1.43, 727 Fan Jets
$13.50. San Diego $17.78 and $19.85. Phone your
campus rep or PSA, San Jose 286-4720, or travel agent.

THE GREAT HITS
ARE ON COLUMBIA

1?S’A

Aretha Franklin
TAKE A LCOK
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Limited time PS Pill
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TENTH
STREET
PHARMACY
Tenth &
MM.

Santa Clara

294-9131

personal instill( lion can guide you Ill leveliming a wellrounded. physique. Come in and are our modern equipment am! complete
weight room facilities.
Complete gym
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MAKE UP FOR THOSE
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SAN JOSE HEALTH CLUB
For Men Women

Now . . . Special New
Size

OCT. 3 & 4
7:30 & 9:30 PM

.1.0

SI,.

eddine Song, Sweet La.-

Percy Faith
TODAY’S THEMES
FOR YOUNG LOVERS
5. .1
,
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SALE
PRICED

’mImino, l’he c9th Street
m MN In the Morning.
ell.
Windy.
s ( hs.hesto a and Chorus.
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Roily building
Lucke,. Ser%

room

1:.)rreet ix e Exercise

Locally I lwned Since 1936
I I :t F. Santa Clara St.
295-94)111

Ode
ticox

98 South Third St.
San Jose
Open 7 days a week

Pike Withdraws
Demand for Trial
In Heresy Crisis
SEATTLE
(API
Episcopal
Bishop James A. Pike today withdrew his demand for a heresy
trial after fellow bishops acted to
put some muscle into a report upholding freedom of doctrinal in.

Conflict
Council Sends Reagan ’Vietnam
Less Expensive
College Aid Program Than Korean War
LOS ANGELES (API The Coordinating Council for Higher Educanon approved Tuesday submission to Gov. Reagan of a schedule
. of financial assistance to students

attending public and private junior
colleges, state colleges and universities in California.
The cost of the program would
range from $8.2 million to $43.5
million.
The minimum amount would be
the cost of continuing present
state scholarship programs. The
cost would include fiPunishmentmaximum
nancial assistance to students at
private colleges and universities
MONTEREY
API The Cali- as well as at state colleges and
fornia State Bar began debates the University of California if stutoday on proposals to abolish capi- dent fees were increased by $200
tal punishment and restrict police at both state colleges and univerin the use of guns.
shy.
Proponents of doing away with
The study by the advisory counthe death penalty called for sub- cil was made at the request of
stitution of life imprisonment and Reagan.
pointed to the growing number of
In other actions, the council di.
states which have taken this step. rected preparation of a study of
The bar was asked to endorse transforming state colleges into
a resolution to prohibit police from universities. The study was reshooting to effect an arrest unless quested by Dr. Glenn S. Dumke,
necessary in self defense or to chancellor of the state colleges.
protect another individual. The 1 The council also accepted the
proposal would eliminate "justifi-lresignation of Dr. Willard B.
able homicide" in the case of a ’ Spaulding as director of the councitizen killing someone in protect- cil’s staff for reasons of personal
ing his property unless in defense. health.

State Bar Debates
Capital

turnabout came as abruptly as the clash 24 hours earlier.
Bishop Leland Stark of Newark,
N.J. put through canonical
changes giving effect to the report
which rejects the concept of heresy
proaecution.
The change also would provide
for "due process in any action
against a bishop -a right Bishop
Pike says he didn’t have when he
was censured by bishops last fall.
Immediately after the measures
were approved by the bishops, Pike
,
rose to announce that in light of I
them he was withdrawing his demands for a trial of the charges
made against him last year. He
made the withdrawal contingent
on concurrence in the bishops’ action by the House of Deputies.
He said he had invoked that
demand Monday for the sake of a
principle of "protecting this house
and members thereof from proceedings that . . . disturb the ongoing life of the church."
The prospect of a heresy trial
had been considered a crisis for TODAY
the church.
N

$250,000 in Drugs
In Soquel Cabin;
Cal Pair Indicted
SAN FRANCISCO (API Two
university students pleaded innocent today to charges of manufacturing a stimulant drug in a cabin
in the Santa Cruz mountains. A
third man was accused in the
charges formally filed today.
Howard Fields, 19, and Harvey
Smith, 21, students at the University of California in Berkeley.
pleaded innocent. U.S. District
Judge Albert C. Wollenberg set
Oct. 16 for determining date of
trial.
Lawrence Williamson, 22, Oakland, was ordered to appear next
week to plead.
Raiding federal agents and Santa Cruz County sheriff’s deputies
said they found $250,000 worth of
freshly manufactured methamphetamine tmethl in the cabin last
July. They said the cabin, 10 miles
east of Soquel, also contained
enough chemicals and equipment
to make another $1 million worth.

Spartaguide
Marketing ASSOCillMorris Dailey Auditorium. All business majors welcome. Free trip on PSA to L.A.
to he given away.
Society for Advancement of
Management. 7:30 p.m., Concert
Hall. Orientation meeting, all interested persons welcome.

welcome.

Gymnast Trains
In Summer Clinic

TOMORROW
Christian Science Organization,
ti:30 p.m., College Memorial
Chapel.
Theta Sigma Phi, 7 p.m., J101.
Organization meeting.
Rho Epsilon, National Real Estate Fraternity. 7:30 p.m., H001.
Advisors will attend to assist in
programs.
SJS Mountaineering Club. 6:30
p.in., S210, Reorganization and
lertion of officers. All people in"Tested in hiking, climbing, genmolintaineering and conseta aI a ill are welcome.

Special Discount

caw *iv-Ise
CAMERA SHOP

on-campus striped breakthrough

Orion’
for Knitting
is "IN"

Free instructions!

KSJS Feature Aired
A feature program produced
by KSJS, FM radio station at
SJS, was recently broadcast as
an evening special on Channel
11. Titled "The Spirit of SJS."
it covered the events surrounding the reeent racial crisis al
SJS.

RED RAM
0 QQ BEER PARLOR
BACK to SCHOOL
SPECIAL!
S

PRI SF

,%;. .

’j

PITCHERS $100

WED?N’HEI:DAY
ONLY

FREE PEANUTS
Open at 4 P.M. Daily

San Jose

10th & William

Red Ram Beer Parlor

built."

American

I lion, 7:30 p.m.,

Club, 7 p.m.. Newman
Center. Meeting for grad students.,
Dental Club, 7:30 p.m., Cafe- ’I
teria. A local dentist will speak
on dentistry as a profession.
French Club, 11:30 and 1:30 in
the southwest corner of the cafeterm.
Alpha Eta Sigma, 7:30 p.m.,
11001. Meeting for returning memtiers to plan this semester’s activities.
Tau Delta Phl, 7:30 p.m., 11005.
Alpha Kappa Delta, Sociology
m Cafeteria A
Honorary ,2:30 p..,
and B. Dr. Ibrahim will speak on
"a New Outlook on the Hippies
and Homosexuals." All interested
sociology students and faculty are

SJS senior Tony Coppola tool
part in a week-long AAU sponsored gymnastic training camp II’
Southern.
California
during
rh
t
FACULTY
summer.
STUDENTS
Coppola and 19 other nationally ALUMNI
ranked gymnasts worked out unjust present your staff or
der U.S. Gymnastics coach Jaelt
ASS card
Beekner at both the University
Supplies
Cameros
of Southern California and San
Equipment
Projectors
Fernando Valley State campuses.’
developing - printing
Coppola holds the school’s all
rentals - repairs
around scoring record for an individual match. He was rated 1(5th
in the nation last year in allaround competition and took top
honors in the AAU rings competition.
His all-around record showina
245 South First
was sixth best in the country last
MONTEREY (API The State
year.
allIOBOBIIIMP111111801181111301811/411a
Supreme Court meeting in a
special conference at the California State Bar Convention in
Monterey today agreed to hear
arguments on the legality of Gov.
Reagan’s cutback in Meli-Cal on
the November calendar in Sacramento.
Although Reagan had urged immediate action because, he said,
the state was losing more than a
million dollars a day in the interim, the judges said there would
not be enough time for briefing
if the issue were placed on the
October calendar.
Sacramento Superior Court
Judge Irving H. Perluss on Sept.
15, held that the Reagan administration’s $210 million cutbacks
in Medi-Cal were invalid because
at least two basic health services
were eliminated.
The Reagan administration said
that it was forced to cut -back
Medi-Cal to $600 million a year,
for economy reasons, although
federal money pays more than
half the cost of the program.
Current Medi-Cal spending is
running more than $800 million
annually. Reagan has insisted that
the legislature did not set op
enough money to meet the state’s
costa.
However, the California Housing Association has told its 575
members that the state has a
moral if not a legal obligation to
You’ll bc. the center of attraction, on and
pay all contracted Medi-Cal bills.
off campus, in this sliver of a dress knit in

Medi-Cal Cutbacks
Face State Court
Legal Arguments

Al’) The
SAN FRANCISCO
Vietnam war has had less impact
on the national and regional
economy than did the war in
Korea, says the Federal Reserve
Bank of San Francisco’s Monthly
Review.
Dollar increases for the two conflicts were described EIS comparable. During the Korean war, the
Review said, military expenditures
increrried from 5 to 12 per cent
of the gross national product,
while spending now has risen from
7 to 10 per cent of the GNP.
"The most notable aspect of the
recent period of conflict has been
the failure of the West to outstrip
other areas-as it did during the
Korean period," the Review said.
"In the early 50s, the West’s
faster rate of growth was spared
by a greater gain in aircraft
manufacturing. Over the past several years the regional aerospace
industry has lagged slightly behind its national counterpart’s 13
per cent growth rate . . .
"Construction activity was stimulated during tot. Korean cwirlict
by the region’s need for housing
and manufacturing facilities to
handle the inflow of defense work
and workers. During the Vietnam
period, defense expansion came at
a time when housing was over-
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"Wmtuk" yarn of 100% Orlon* acrylic
that’s machine washable, has shape retention
too. Easy doing even for freshman knitters.
Its "how to" can be obtained by
sending a stamped, self-addressed envelope
to: Room 11106CN2, National Hand Knitting
Yarn Association, Inc., 15 East 26 St.,
New York, N.Y. 10010
DuPont registered TM

Spartan Daily Classifieds
FEMALE ROOMMATE - SHARE I.Ir
niched rip:into-tient. One block from cam
pus. Pool. 429 S. 9th. Cell 292-9174.

HOUSING (51

ANNOUNCEMENTS ill

LOST AND FOUND 161

with kitchen WOMEN STUDENT OR teacher needed. DEAR SON.
MUSICIAN WANTED -- So, tiumpet TWO ROOM APARTMENT
Second St.. 286-1665.
Private home. 15 min. from campus. We got away the other day before you
or trombone player for local recording and bath. 942 S.
group. The JAGUARS 252.9616/292- QUIET UPSTAIRS ROOM. Serious fe- Close to bus. Call 294-7830. Reasonable. gave us your address, so I know of no
2222. ’
male student. Private home. Close to FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Royal other way to reach you. After we
dropped you off we passed a Shell
Lanai. Call Gayle 251-8051.
PLAYBOY SUBSCRIPTIONS AT special campus. Call 297-6079.
Station at the corner of 10th & William
college rates! Save time and money.
to
GIRL
ROOMMATE
WANTED
on
22
S.
that looked as though they can handle
same
of
confect SJS’s Playboy rep. Jim Soletti SENIOR GIRL NEEDS 2
7th.
St.
293-9664.
Unapproved.
$37.50
of your car needs and prok ’ems at
all
apt.,
Royal
bedroom
luxurious
2
share
details.
the
at CH 8-1593 for all
plus
utilities
well as giving Blue Chip Stamps. Why
Lanai. Approximately $55 each per
FRIDAY NIGHT SERVICES are being month. Need transportation. Cell Dale at FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Phone don’t you trade there and bring someheld September 29 at 7:30 in the 259-2294.
298-0235 evenings. 406 S. 7th St. Share thing home when you come besides youi
Memorial Chapel sponsored by Hillel
dirty laundry.
MOUNTAIN TOP, OCEAN view, 40 with I other. $50 per month.
Mother
south
hour
drive
one
ART
LESS
TWO
room
apartment
for
I
acres,
Redwoods,
AUTOMOTIVE 121
of S.F. Price $42,000. $10.000 cash down. person. $40 + utilities. Westside. 128 $20 REWARD - FOR return of male
Siamese cat - blue collar - slight
Write Agent, P.O. Box 152 Santa Cruz, Boston, 287.0491.
1960 BSA 650 CC. Recently overhauled. Calif., or call evenings (408) 377.4357.
build. 417 S. 8th. #2. 297-1141.
ROOMMATE NEEDED - share apt. on
See David Reese. 1115 Frankfort *4,
2 GIRLS NEEDED no share 2 bedroom 11th St. $50 mo. prefer upper division
San Jose. 296-5719.
PERSONALS 171
girls.
2 bath apartment with 2 other
148 engineering major. Has pooh 286-8695.
1956 MGA ROADSTER. $500 Call 262 E. William #5 after 5 p.m.
NEED
1
OR
2
female
roon
mates
for
5658.
3 GIRLS NEED ROOMMATE, greduate luxurious 2 bedrm, apt. with pool. Royal FREE MAKE-UP end skin care demon.
stration and consultation using Beauty
’65 C. B. 160 HONDA. Good condition. or senior. 415 S. 8th. #7. 287-1431. $40. Lanai. Call 251-8423 after 5 p.m.
Counselor Cosmetics. CV 7.1193,
Call 258-6334.
’AS HONDA 50. Excellent condition.
Driven only in town by little old lady.
Call Judy 286-5747. Bell Toptex Shorty
ilelmet J/2. too.
’63-64 VESPA GL ISO CC. Excellent
condition. 10" wheels. Best offer. Call
244-4581.
’AS HONDA 305. "Dream," recent tuneup, reasonable condition. $425 or best
offer. Call 294-2927. Ask for Fattah,
Moulder Hall.
’63 RED MG 1100. 30 MPG. Recent
overhaul. Must sell. Make offer. Call
286.8616.
’56 BUICK SPECIAL Excellent condition,
R & H. smog dovice. $175. Call 297.
3000 Ext. 302. Fritz. After 5 p.m. 1655
Porneroy, Santa Clara.
’62 TR3. Good condition. $895. Call
294-1087.
MGA ROADSTER. Engine just over.
hauled. New top. Red. $600. Call
867-1115.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

TV’S FOR RENT. Special student rates.
$8 per month. call 377-2935.
EVELYN’S CUSTOM JEWELRY. Handicrafts. repairs & bead stringing. Earrings custom made. 121 S. 1st St. 2864893.
PROFESSIONAL GRAPHIC ARTWORK
done at low rates. Cartooning, serious
illus., and designs. Call Jim 292-6615
after 7 p.m.
CHILD CARE BY young mother. My
home -- fenced yard - Call 371-2449.
TYPING - THESIS, TERM PAPERS,
etc., experienced and fast. Phone 2698674.
TRANSPORTATION 191

FOR SALE Ill
PORTABLE STENORETTE "Versatile II"
with mike, carrying casn, rechergable
battery, charger and AC power pack.
Like new, $150. paid $250. Call 2412787.
12 STRING GUITAR, Spanish style,
rosewood, hardshell case. $170. Call
EL 4-7168.
UNDERWOOD. STUDENT typewriter
$15. Student floor light; swivel chair.
Call 297-6079,
HONEST TO GOODNESS onyx earrings from Mexico! For pierced or non.
pierced ear.. Call 241-8196 after 4 pm
SURFBOARD. O’NEIL’S 10’ 2". Semigunn, glass -tail block, t -ban, pin-striped.
$90. Rich. 287-0975.
PENTAX SPOTMATIC CAMERA with
f 1.4 lens, $170. Parries 200mm f 3.5,
3125. All excellent. Markham Hall HOB, 294-6019.
AMP. FOR GUITAR - $290. Stand&
Artist XII solid state 80 w; 2.12" Jensen
speakers. Reverb-vibrato & regular. Call
371-3104.
HELP WANTED 141
HELP IS NEEDED in nearby Girl Scout
troops. You have skill you can share with
these girls. Call 867.4287.
2 GIRLS PART time work in nursery
,chool. Room, board & salary. Close to
campus. Call 286.0883 after 6 p.m. ,
WE WILL HIRE 2 part time upperclassman this week as salaried 14- bonus)
inside sales representatives in our S. J.
Office. Cell for details.
LIFE MAGAZINE 298-5433
5 -GIRLS TO sell prestige line of c -s matins. Set own hours. High earning Do.
iential CV 7.1193.
4 HASHERS NEEDED at Lambda Chi
Alpha House. Contact Dave Loo or Del
Hastings, 34 S. 13th., call 297.9989.
HASHERS, DISHWASHERS, AND break.
fast cook wanted. Good pay if acceptable. Call 292-7278.
DRIVER WANTED, ICE cream, soft drink
route. Hrs. 1.7 daily & 10-7 Sat., Sun.
holidays & free time. Mr. Eliott, 2974228. 3511 N Montgomery, S. J.
1-2 HASHERS, 2 dishwashers wanted.
From 4-306 daily at sorority house. Call
29241384.

SERVICES 181
RENT A TV OR stereo from Esche’s. Free
delivery, free service. Call 251-2598.

RIDE NEEDED FROM Menlo Park for
TTh night clesses. Call 323-5326 ask for
rile. Desperately needed!
NEED RIDE FROM Mt. View. MWF 9:30
In 3:30, TTh 11 to 330. Cell 961-5207.
RIDE OR RIDERS NEEDED from Pleasanton or vicinity. Call Cheryl Voile
846-6446,
.

le 46

u.,P41

YOU’LL FiN0 THIS A PLEP5ANT CAW:115 - LoADEP

WITH YOUNG. EAGER INQUIRING MINP6,0

NEED 10 A.M. RIDE FROM Story &
King and to Story & King after 3:20
M & F. 4:20 W. Shorn ge, expenses.
Cell Sanely 251 4839.

CLASSIFIED RATES

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Minimum
Three lines

One time
3 lines
4 lines
5 lInee
6 lines

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS
1206. San lose State
College, San Jose
Calif. 95114.

Add this
amount for
each additional line

One time

1.50
2.00
2.503.00

Three limes

2.25 2.75
3.25
3.75

ch
.50

"’’’

2.50 3.00 -3.50
4.00
AO

Print you ad hers:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
lor Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ads

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

O Announcements (I)

o Automotive (2)

To Place
an ad:

Five times

[21 For Sale (3)
O Help Wanted (4)
CI Housing (5)
ID Lost and Fnund (5)
lp Personals (7)
0 Services (8)
0 Transportation (9)

Call at
Classified Adv.
Office - J206
Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 to 1:00 and 2:00 until 3:30.
Tuesday & Thursday
11:00 to 12:00 and 2:00 until 3:30

Nome

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.

Address

For

days.

CHI

Phone

Enclosed is $

Phone
Start ad on

Pleas* allow 2 dery atter placing ler ad to appal:.

(Patel

294-6414, Ext. 2465

